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TO THE MEMORY OF C. C. ELOOT 
We give a calculus for the classes of deterministic flowchart schemes with respect to the 
strong equivalence relation, similar to the calculus of the classes of polynomials with respect 
to the reduction of similar terms. The algebraic structure involved is a strong iteration theory, 
i.e., an iteration theory (defined by Bloom, Elgot, and Wright, SIAM J. Comput. 9 (1980), 
S-540) satisfying a “functorial dagger implication.” f? 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
A. This paper is an attempt to develop Backus’ ideas [6, 71, namely to 
construct a mathematical theory in which program transformations are allowed and 
in which correctness can be obtained using simple algebraic computations. 
As program representation we use flowchart schemes. Many of their useful 
properties are known from [24,27,32], but with the above aim in mind we prefer 
the algebraic viewpoint of Elgot [17, 183. It is well known that the operations of 
“structured programming” are not enough for representing all schemes [25, 261, 
essentially due to their one-input/one-exit feature. The basic Elgot’s idea in [18] is 
to use many-input/many-exit schemes with composition, tupling, and iteration as 
basic operations. Pictorially, these operations are shown in Fig. 0. Their intended 
interpretation at the semantical level will be given in Subsection B. Every scheme 
can be obtained from the atomic shemes using these operations. 
We allow the program transformations which preserves the set (of finite and 
infinite) execution paths, i.e., the strong equivalence relation in [ 181. 
The main point of this paper is to give a calculus for the classes of deterministic 
flowchart schemes with respect to the strong equivalence relation, essentially similar 
to the calculus of the classes of polynomials with respect to the reduction of similar 
terms. 
B. For the beginning we fix the standard model for the interpretation of 
flowchart schemes. This model, proposed in [ 171 by Elgot, consists in the 
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FIGURE 0 
following. Fix a set D representing the set of all value-vectors for the registers in a 
computing device. A program scheme F= 4 m is interpreted as a partial function 
f: [m] x D ---cr* [n] x D (typically, [m] denoies the set { 1, . . . . m}) with the mean- 
ing that if program execution begins at line k E [m] of the program with initial 
value-vector d and iff(k, d) = (j, d’), then d’ is the new value-vector when program 
halts at line jE [n]. 
The set of all partial functions from [m] x D to [n] x D will be denoted by 
Pfn,(m, n); when D has exactly one element we shall write Pfn. instead of Pfn,; Fn. 
denotes the subtheory of all totally defined functions in Pfn.. 
The intended interpretation of the above informal operations is the following: 
Composition. For f~ Pfn,(m, n), g E Pfn,(n, p), we define f.D gE Pfn,(m, p) 
as 
(f.D g)(j, 4 = g(f(j, 4)? for (j, d) E [m] x D. 
Tupfing. For f E Pfn,(m, p), g E Pbh P), we define (f, sjD E 
Pfn,(m + n, p) as 
(f, g)D(j, d)=“ifj~ [m] thenf(j, d)else g(j-mm, d),” for (j, d)~ [m+n] x D. 
Iteration. For fE Pfn,(m, m + n) we define ftD E Pfn,(m, n) as 
(j, - m, 41, where (j,, d,) is the last defined value (i.e., j, z=- m) 
.f+u 4 = 
in the sequence: (j,, , do) = (j, d) and for k 2 0, 
(jk+IT 4+I)=f(jk9 4); 
undefined, if such an r does not exist, 
for (j, d) E [m] x D. 
Our basic algebraic structure of strong iteration theories in Section 4 is obtained 
having this example in mind. 
C. We come back now to the syntactical level in order to obtain a rigorous 
definition for flowchart schemes. The usual programs, written as flowchart schemes, 
allow two consecutive generalizations. The final result is partially similar with Petri 
nets [28] (where two kinds of elements appear: transitions and places), and differs 
from all representations of flowchart schemes listed in [4, Chap. 43. 
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The first generalization consists in replacing the concrete statements from vertices 
with symbols (see [lS, 24,281). More exactly, consider a set Z of double-ranked 
variables, i.e., every r~ E Z has a number bin of inputs and another number eout of 
outputs-another expression is 0 E ~‘(~in, trout); similarly, for a sequence e in the free 
monoid L’*, e, (resp. eout) denotes the sum of inputs (resp. the sum of outputs) of 
the letters of e. 
The second generalization considers an abstract “theory” T, whose morphisms 
T(m, n), m, n 30 are used for redirecting flow of control in a flowchart scheme. 
(For the usual flowchart schemes this theory is the theory of functions Fn., and the 
morphisms can be seen as deterministic redirecting flow of control, without change 
of memory. ) 
First, we show how these generalizations work on usually written programs. In 
[16, 171 Elgot used “tables” to describe programs. The statements are of the form 
k. f; ml,..., m,, 
where f is the “generator” part (here with one input and s outputs) and m, , . . . . m, is 
the “go to” part (mi is the label of the next intruction to be executed on the ith 
output off ). 
Allowing many-input, we may use statements of the form 
k 1, .**, k,. f; ml, . . . . m,, 
where ki is the label of the ith input off: We use some special input vertices, labeled 
INl, . . . . INm, without “generator” part (their “generator” part is the null statement). 
The “go to” part of the statements can use only exits labels in OUTl, . . . . OUTn and 
the labels of the proper statements (not INl, . . . . INm). 
In this way, after the first generalization a program looks as follows: 
INl. goto 
IN2. go to OUT1 
1,2. 0; go to 1, go to 3 
3. z; go to OUT2, go to OUT3 
where a~L’(2,2) and r~.L(l, 2). 
The second generalization allows arbitrary programs of a certain type as the 
“go to” part. An example is the following, obtained by allowing undefined 
continuations (another one is Example 2.1 below): 
INl. goto2 
IN2. ... 
1,2. a;goto1,goto3 
3. z; go to OUT2,... . 
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Second, in Fig. 1 we show how a usual flowchart may be ordered in a standard 
form, corresponding to the pattern used in the above examples, and single out its 
“generator” part and its “go to” part. 
In conclusion, a program scheme 0 r is abstracted to a E-flowchart over T with 
m inputs and n outputs, which is defined as a pair F= (l, e), where 
and 
eeC* is a sequence of its vertices 
ZE T(m + eout, n + ein) gives the connections. 
Denote this set by Fl,.,(m, n). A flowchart theory is Fl,,,, for some 2 and T. 
Essentially, this notion of C-flowchart over T, where T is a certain kind of 
theory, is that used in Cazanescu and Ungureanu [ 141 and appears to be closely 
related to what Elgot in [ 171 called a “normal description” over T of genus C. ’ 
(i.e., his abstract conterpart to a “monadic machine”), but there are significant dif- 
ferences. Elgot combines the “generator” part in C with the “go to” part forming the 
“direct transition function” of the machine and uses ideal morphisms in T of sort 
Z,” as the abstract version for these functions. We let the “generator” and the 
“go to” part be uncombined but, instead of “base morphisms,” we use arbitrary 
morphisms in T as the abstract version for the “go to” part, as well as for the 
“input” part. 
The idea of using an abstract theory T for the redirecting flow of control in 
flowchart schemes is very important, even if the problem of the type of T is not 
completly solved. In this paper we argue for the use of strong iteration theories as 
support for deterministic jlowchart theories. 
The next step is to give a precise meaning to the above informal operations on 
flowchart schemes. Since every morphism in T can be seen as an “empty flowchart,” 
r - -  A< - - - -  -  - - - - - -  - j-.-..  
\  
+KY :--1- -r--- 
_ -------- m--J 
FIG. 1. The standard form of a flowchart scheme. 
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composition, tupling, and iteration must be defined in T. In Section 2 we shall see 
how these operations can be naturally extended from T to arbitrary flowcharts. 
It remains to clarify the interretation of a flowchart in a concrete computation 
theory. This is given by the Elgot formula (see the beginning of Section 4). 
D. Three advances of the present paper are worth mentioning here: 
(1) The introduction-in a constructive way-of a natural equivalence 
relation --d on flowcharts in Fl,,,, called deterministic equivalence; in the case of 
usual flowcharts in Fl,,,,, this relation = d precisely captures “having the same set 
of execution paths” (since this latter equivalence is the strong equivalence relation 
in [ 181, we equally call Ed the strong equivalence relation). 
(2) The use of strong iteration theories as a necessary and sufficient seman- 
tical model for support theories for the interpretation of flowcharts to preserve the 
operations and for =,-equivalent flowcharts to have the same interpretation. 
(3) Our main technical result says that the classes of -,-equivalent 
Z-flowcharts over a strong iteration theory T is the strong iteration theory freely 
generated by adding C to T. 
Let us make some comments on these. 
(1) The necessity of studying some equivalence relations on programs is well 
known [ 18,27, 353. Since it is undecidable when two programs are functionally 
equivalent (i.e., when they define the same input-output partial function) for 
extremly poor classes of nonmonadic programs [27], we must restrict ourselves to 
the strong equivalence relation (i.e., two programs are strongly equivalent if for 
each input they make the same steps in execution). It is known from Elgot’s papers 
(for example, [ 16,9]) that the classes of strongly equivalent flowchart schemes 
form an (iterative) algebraic theory, but this result is not constructive. We need a 
good jlowchart representation and simple computing rules to check directly the 
algebraic structure of the classes of strongly equivalent flowchart schemes. 
Beside the flowchart representation in Subsection C it is imperative to find a 
constructive definition of the strong equivalence relation. Such a definition can be 
obtained by considering the following two basic relations (the pictures from [30, 
pp. 4044051 show that under these relations the flowcharts form an algebraic 
theory; a formal proof for this statement is given below in Theorem 3.11): 
(i) F -+j F’ iff F’ can be obtained from F by adding some unaccessible ver- 
tices. 
EXAMPLE. F2 di Fl, with Fl and F2 from Fig. 2. 
(s) F +’ F’ iff F’ can be obtained from F by identifying some vertices with the 
same label whose output connections are equal after identification (or F can be 
obtained from F’ by partially unfolding some vertices). 
EXAMPLE. F2 4’ F3, with F2 and F3 from Fig. 2. 
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FIG. 2. Examples of simulations. 
NONEXAMPLE. There is no F with only one a-vertex such that F4 +S F; 
particularly, F4 $+” F3 (F4 and F3 are those from Fig. 2). 
Finally, the equivalence relation = d is the congruence relation generated by 
-+j u -+‘. Theorem 3.8 gives a good and constructive characterization for this 
relation and Corollary 5.4 says that = d is a generalization of the strong equivalence 
relation in the abstract context of Fl,,,. 
In conclusion, we believe that in the deterministic case the basic flowchart theory 
is that of the classes of z d-equivalent flowcharts. 
(2) We need a semantical model in which 5 ,-equivalent flowcharts have the 
same interpretation. Such a model proves to be the strong iteration theories (see 
their axioms in Section 4). A strong iteration theory is an iteration theory (defined 
by Bloom et al. [ 1 l] and axiomatized by Esik [20]; see also [21]) satisfying the 
“functorial dagger implication”: 
(14) if f(y+l,)=yg then ft=ygt, for f:m+m+p, g:n+n+p and a 
function y: [m] + [n]. 
The strong iteration theories, as well as iteration theories and theories with iterates 
in [13, 141, are generalizations of both pointed iterative theories in [lo] and 
rational theories in [3]. The new axiom (14) is crucial. Its necessity and sufficiency 
for our aim ( = ,-equivalent flowcharts have the same interpretation) are proved in 
Proposition 4.1. In conclusion, we take for the support theory a strong iteration 
theory. 
(3) We can now try to describe the algebraic structure of Fl,,,/= d, when T 
is a strong iteration theory. The axioms (Cl), (C2), (Tl), and (T2) in Section 1 and 
(IOp), (12), and (13~) in Proposition 4.11 hold even in Fl,,,. The left side of the 
equation in (T3) (resp. in (T4), (11)) . is +i (resp. -+“) equivalent with the right side. 
A technical analysis of (INS), based on the characterization theorem for --d 
(Theorem 3.8), completes the picture: Fl,,,/- d is a strong iteration theory, too. 
Moreover, the property that 3 ,-equivalent flowcharts have the same 
interpretation in all strong iteration theories and the universality property (like in 
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[9, 143) show that F~=,./E~ is the strong iteration theory freely generated by 
adding Z to the strong iteration theory T. 
The first proof of the main result in this paper appeared in [33] using many- 
sorted theories. Here, for the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to one-sorted 
theories. A partial similar result was obtained for the nondeterministic case in [34]. 
E. Section 1 contains some preliminaries. Section 2 gives the basic 
definitions on flowcharts. The basic congruence relation = d is defined in Section 3, 
using as support theory T, a paraiteration theory; a characterization theorem for 
--d is given and it is shown that Fl&= d is a paraiteration theory, too. In 
Section 4 strong iteration theories are introduced. The main technical result is 
proved in Section 5 (using all the above results). Section 6 gives a comparison of 
different types of theories. Some final remarks are given in Section 7. Two appen- 
dices contain some technical proofs. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
An algebraic theory T in [29, 17, l] is given by: a family of morphisms T(m, n), 
m, n > 0 (if T is known from context then we allow the notationf: m + n, instead of 
f E T(m, n)); two binary operations: composition . and tupling ( , ); and some 
distinguished morphisms 1, E T(n, n), 0, E T(0, n), and x; E T( 1, n), for ie [n]. 
Moreover . and ( , ) have to verify the following six axioms, With the com- 
position, T has to be a category; this means that 
(Cl) f.(g-h)=(f.g).h, forf:m+n, g:n+p, and h:p+q; 
(C2) f.l,=f=l,.f, forf:m+n. 
For axiomatizing the tupling we need two axioms for its extension to an arbitrary 
number of morphisms 
(Tl) CL (g,h))=<(.L g>,h), forf:m+q, g:n+q, and h:p-+q; 
(T2) (f>=(f,O,>=(O,,f)=fand ( )=O,, forS:m-,n, 
and two others for the existence of a unique source splitting of an arbitrary 
morphism into its components, 
(T3) fi=x;.(fi ,..., f,), forJ1 ,..., f,: l+n, and ie[n]; 
(T4) (XT .f, . . . . x; .f) = f, for f: m -+ n. 
A preiteration theory T in [ 111 is an algebraic theory in which an iteration 
is defined. 
+: T(m,m+n)+T(m,n), for m,n>O. 
Let US agree on the following: 1, + 0, and 0, + 1, denotes (XT +n, . . . . x; + “) and 
respectively (x; z 1, . . . . x; T; ); the sum of fc T(p, m) and g E T(q, n) is defined by 
f+g= (f(lm+OnhgKL+ 1,)); s:: denotes (0, + l,, 1, + 0,); every partial 
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function y E Pfn.(m, n) can be seen as a morphism y, in an arbitrary preiteration 
theory T (the interpretation of the nowhere-defined function Im,n: [m] -M [n] is 
l;O,), but we will drop the subscript T on y,. 
2. FLOWCHART THEORIES 
As it was shown in Subsection C of the Introduction for a flowchart theory Fl,,, 
(see its definition there) we need a double-ranked set ,Y of variables for atomic 
flowcharts and a “theory” T which gives morphisms for connections. It should be 
emphasized that mainly, the role of the theory T in Fl,,, is to connect the atomic 
flowcharts in Z and not to interpret the flowcharts, although interpretation may be 
done (see Section 4). Usually, the flowcharts are over Pfn. and the interpretation is 
in a larger theory Pfn,. (This is similar to what happens with polynomials: usually, 
polynomials are with integer coefficients, but the interpretation is in the larger ring 
of real numbers.) In this section T is supposed to be a preiteration theory. 
We will use some standard notation: a flowchart FE Fl,,,(m, n) is F= (1, e), 
where e E Z* and I E T(m + eout, n + ei”); q denotes 4in; and (i, t) is the splitting of I 
into the input i: m --f n + ei, and the transfer t: eout + n + e,,. 
In order to justify this representation of flowcharts we point that in the case 
T= Pfn. and cr,” = 1, Va E Z. The strong behavior of the flowchart F= 
((k t>, el ... e,f,): m -+ n, where eiE C is the following tuple of trees: 
JFI =i( l,, ((e, + ... +e,,,) ts:)+). 
This representation of flowcharts is a slight modification of the representation of 
flowcharts sed in Cazanescu and Ungureanu [14]. Now, we shall explain how the 
\ flowcharts in L got and Shepherdson [19] and Bloom and Esik [12] lit into this 
framework. In [12, 191 the exits are internal vertices, while in our case they are 
external ones. 
In order to represent flowchart schemes Elgot and Shepherdson and Bloom and 
Esik used pictures, in which no linear order on vertices is imposed. A picture may 
be considered as the class of flowcharts in Fl,,, obtained by putting different linear 
orders on its vertices. Therefore, the theories in [19, 121 are Fl,,,/% for certain 
particular theories T (the relation z is the isomorphism relation defined in 
Section 4 below). 
Elgot and Shepherdson use as support (surjective) functions in Fn.. The first 
extension to partial functions Pfn. seems to be [ 141; another one is [12]. In this 
case of Pfn., in contrast to Bloom and Esik and following Cazanescu and 
Ungureanu, we do not use a special LOOP-vertex, but let some output arrows be 
unconnected and interpret them as a connection to an endless loop. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Like an X-polynomial over a concrete ring R, a C-flowchart over 
a concrete theory T is a mixture of concrete and abstract elements. Here is an 
example of a unusual flowchart. Let us consider the following program: 
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INl. if x=0 then x := 1; go to OUT1 else go to 2 fi 
2. a;ifx<l thengotoOUT1 eisex:=x-l;goto2fi 
where cr is a variable procedure with one input line and one output line. The 
corresponding flowchart is F = ( (i, t ), 0) E F1,:,,w (1, 1) (here o denotes the set of 
natural numbers), where the connection (i, t ) is not a simple finite partial function, 
but a more complicated partial function defined by a computation process, i.e., 
i, t E Pfn,( 1, 2) are: 
i( 1, x) = “if x = 0 then (1, 1) else (2, x) ti,” Vx E W; 
t(l,x)=“ifx<l then (l,x)else (2,x-l)li,“Vx~~. 
The operations on flowcharts (informally defined in Subsection A of the 
Introduction) have the following exact definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (basic operations on flowcharts). Composition. For F: m --t n, 
F:n+p we define F.F:m+p as 
F~~=((l(i’+l,)(l,+s~.),t’(l,+O,+l,~)),ee’). 
Tding. For F:m+p, F:n+p, using x=1,+,+0,, and x’=l,+O,+l,. 
we define (F,F):m+n-+p as 
(F, F’ > = ((ix, i’x’, tx, t’x’), ee’). 
Iteration. For F: m + m + n we define Ft: m + n as 
Ft = (r(it, ln+g), e). 
Comment 2.3. The complications in the definitions of iteration of flowchart 
schemes in [19,4], or more recently in [12], are due to the fact that it was not 
used as a support theory (with a defined iteration). In a slightly different form the 
present definition of iteration appeared in [14]. 
3. A FLOWCHART EQUIVALENCE 
Here we will suppose that T is a paraiteration theory, i.e., a preiteration theory in 
which iteration fultils the parameter axiom 
(IO) (f(l,+g))t=ftg, forf:m+m+n, g:n+p. 
This axiom is necessary for the compatibility of iteration with the equivalence 
relation --d (to be defined below). 
The basic equivalence relation = d precisely captures “having the same set (of 
finite and infinite) execution paths,” for usual flowchart schemes (in Flz,rn,). 
Proposition 3.4 below gives a support for this understanding of sd. The relation 
=d may be introduced as the equivalence relation generated by the natural 
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relations -+‘, --+’ in Subsection D of the Introduction, which precisely capture the 
standard minimization operations. 
Before giving exact definitions for -+j and +’ in the abstract context of Fl,,, we 
make some notation: 
For a string eEC*, lel denotes its length and e,, . . . . ele, its letters. For e, e’E C* 
denote by PStr,(e, e’) the set of all partial functions from [ lel] to [le’l] which 
preserves the letters, i.e., iff(k) = j then ek = ei’; clearly PStr, is a Z-sorted algebraic 
theory. Every partial function y E PStr,(e, e’) has two naturally “block” extensions 
to inputs and to outputs denoted by 
Yin : e,, + &, and respectively yoUt : eout + clout. 
(In fact, the in-extension is the unique functor from PStr, to Pfn. given by e + ei, 
and XL’ -, (4, ,... ek-,j,n + 1 cekj,n + Ocrt+ ,... p,r,jm ; similarly, with the out-extension.) Str, 
denotes the Z-sorted algebraic subtheory of PStr,, which consists of all totally 
defined functions. 
DEFINITION 3.1 (basic relation + ). The flowcharts F, F’ E Fl,,,(m, n) are in 
simulation via y (also denoted: F j-v F’), if y E Str,(e, e’) and 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The flowchart schemes in Fig. 2 may be represented as: 
Fl = (ll, ~crg), F2 = (R, (TO), F3 = (R, (T), and F4 = (14, cm), where the connections 
II, R, R, and 14 are given by the following table 
.i 12345678 
11 (A 46315162 
R(j) 463151 
WI 4431 
Wi) 463152. 
Since R~(1,+1,+0,)=(1,+1,+0,)~11, it follows that F2-rr,,+,,,Fl. 
Since R-(1,+ (12, 12))=(12+ (12, l,)).f3, it follows that F2 -+<1,,1,> F3. 
Since 14.(1,+ (12, l,))#(l,+ (l,, 12)).R, it follows that F4 j+<l,,l,> F3. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Two generic examples of simulations are the following. 
(a) (y is an injective function). Let F= ((i, t), e) and F’= ((i’, t’), e’), 
where e’ = eel and t’ = (t;, t;) is the splitting of the transfer according to the out- 
puts of e and e,, respectively. The following 
F- F’ 1, + 4, 
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is a simulation iff i’(1, + l,, +Oce,)J = i and t’(1, + l,, +Oce,J = t iff F’ can be 
obtained from F by adding the inaccesible part e,. 
(b) (v is a surjective function). The reader is invited to extend the following 
particular example in order to obtain examples of simulations via arbitrary 
surjective functions. Let F’ = ((i’, t’), e’) and F= ((i, t), e), where e’ = ee and 
t’ = (t;, t;) is the splitting of the transfer according to the outputs of the first e and 
the second e, respectively. The following 
F’-F <L.L> 
is a simulation iff i=i’(l,+ Cl,,, L,,>) and t=G(l,+ CL,,, l,,,>)= 
t;( 1, + ( 1 ein, 1 e,n >) iff F can be obtained from F’ by identifying the e parts, if after 
identification their output connections are equal (i.e., t; (1, + ( 1 e,,, l,,,)) = 
tb(lTl + <ltV,,Y l.in)))* 
These examples show that we can take as exact definitions for +i and --+’ in the 
abstract context of Fl,,,, the restrictions of the simulation + to injective functions 
y and respectively to surjective functions y. Since -+ -C +’ u +i (Lemma A. La 
below) it follows that +i u --ts and + generate the same equivalence relation. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For T= Fn. or T= Pfn., if fin = 1, Vo E Z, then in Fl,,, the 
transformation -+ is correct and complete with respect to “unfolding into the same 
tuple of trees.” 
Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 5.4 below give a complete proof of this 
proposition, but here we feel necessary to sketch a direct proof. 
Sketch of a Direct ProoJ (i) The transformation is correct: With the notation 
in Section 2 the flowchart F= ((i, t ), e): m + n unfolds into the tuple of regular 
Z-trees 
IFI =i(l,, ((e,+ ... +e,,,) ts,“)+>. 
If F +! F’= ((i’, t’}, e’), then is fairly easy to check that [(e, + . . . + e,,,) ts;] 
(Yin + 1.)=Yi”C(4 + ... + e;,,,) t’s:‘]. Applying to this identity our rule (i.e., the 
“functorial dagger implication” (14) in Subsection D of the Introduction), we 
obtain IFI = IF’I. 
(ii) The transformation is complete: Suppose IFI = IF’1 = t. The components 
of t are regular E-trees, hence they have a finite number of distinct subtrees. As in 
Courcelle [ 15, Proof of Theorem 4.2.11 take a variable for each such subtree and 
write down the system S,i, of regular equations obtained (in the case T = Pfn. write 
the equation u = u for the empty tree I); this system is an equational representation 
of the minimal flowchart which unfolds into t. If S is a regular system associated 
with F, then by t i we can eliminate the variables not used for generating t, and by 
-+’ we can identify the variables which unfold into the same tree; the resulted 
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system is isomorphic to Smin (i.e., it has the same equations as Smin possibly written 
in a different order). Hence the flowcharts F and F’ can be reduced by ti and -+’ 
to the same flowchart, and the result follows. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that the support theory is a paraiteration theory. If F --? F’ 
and F, +!, F;, then we have (when the operations make sense): 
(a) F.F, -f,.+“, F’.F’,; 
(b) (F,F,) +I.+v, (f”>F;); 
(c) F+ +V F’+. 
(y + y, denotes the separated sum in the sorted algebraic theory Str,.) 
Proof. Routine computations. For (c), we need (IO). 1 
The simulation + is a reflexive and transitive relation but not a symmetrical one. 
Denote +-I by t. 
DEFINITION 3.6. We say that F is deterministically equivalent with F’ (written 
F z <, F’) if (F, F’) is in the transitive closure of + u c. 
Since +, +- are reflexive and transitive relations we have the following charac- 
terization for So: 
i 
there are F1, . . . . F,,, y,, . . . . yn+ 1 such that 
F -,F’iff 
F-;T’ F, yF2- Fn-1y9.n =F’. ” 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If the support theory is a paraiteration theory, then the 
equivalence relation = d is compatible with the composition, the tupling, and the 
iteration (hence it is a congruence). 
Proof. Since +, c are reflexive relations we can suppose that two chains of 
simulations for cd have the same length n. The proof now directly follows from 
Lemma 3.5. 1 
In the following we shall give a characterization theorem for z~, which par- 
ticularly shows that in Fl,,,/ E d every class of equivalence has a minimal flowchart, 
unique up to an isomorphism. 
Let z denotes the restriction of -+ to bijective functions y (when Fz F’ we say 
that F is isomorphic with F’); then E E -+‘n -+j n tS A ti. We say that the 
flowchart F is minimal if there is no F’ =d F with le’l < lel. The relations +’ and 
ci are reductions (when F -,S F’ or F ti F’ we have le’l < lel). 
The following characterization theorem says that two flowcharts are 
z ,-equivalent iff in two steps (first, identifying vertices and, second, deleting 
inaccessible vertices) they can be reduced to the same flowchart. 
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THEOREM 3.8. If T is a paraiteration theory, then in Fl,,, we have 
= -,=~.C.~.C, 
A proof of this theorem will be given in Appendix A. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Two E ,-equivalent minimal flowcharts are isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 3.10. A flowchart F is minimal iff (F +‘F’ or F ti F’) implies 
Fz F’. 
In the remainder of this section we show that Fl,,+/rd preserves the 
paraiteration theory structure of T. 
THEOREM 3.11. Zf T is a paraiteration theory, then FIZ,T/~d is a paraiteration 
theory. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 3.7 the operations are well defined in Fl,,,/r d. Since 
every f E T(m, n) may be seen as the “empty” flowchart (f, &)~Fl,,Arn, n) (E 
denotes the empty string) we can take as special morphisms l,, O,, and x; in Fl,,, 
the corresponding morphisms in T. 
An easy computation shows that (Cl ), (C2), (Tl ), and (T2) in Section 1 hold in 
Fl Z,T> hence in Flx,T/--, too. The following computation shows that (T3) and 
(T4) hold in Fl,,,/- d, hence Fl,,,/z d is an algebraic theory. 
For (T3) we have to show that 
Fk = d xr (I;‘, . . . . F” > for F’, . . . . F”: 1 + n. 
Let xj denote l,+O,l+ ... +lq,+ . . . +O,; then the right side is 
((ikxk, t’x’, . . . . tmxm), e1 . .. em). The following computation shows that Fk and 
xp( F’, . . . . F”) are in simultion via O,I+ . . . +lp+ . . . +O,: 
(ik, tk)(l.+Oyl+ ... + lyt+ ‘.’ +Oy”) 
= (ikxk, tkxk) = (lr +O,;“,+ ... + lekU,+ ... +O,;“,)(ikxk, t’x’, . . . . tmxm). 
This proves (T3). 
For (T4) we have to show that 
(xyF, . . . . x;F) 3 d F, for F:m-tn. 
Let xk denotes 1, + O& lJq + 1, + O,, -kjg; then the left side is ((xyix’, . . . . xzix”, 
tx’, . ..) txm), em). The following verification shows that (x’;F, . . . . x:F) and Fare in 
simulation via (l,, . . . . 1,): 
(xyix’, . . . . x:ixm, tx’, . . . . tx”)( 1, + (l,, . . . . 1,)) 
= (xyi, . . . . x;i, t, . . . . t) = (l,+ ( leO.,, . . . . l,,,,))(i, t). 
This proves (T4). 
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The following computation completes the proof, by verifying the parameter 
axiom (IO). For R m + m + n and F’: n +p, we have 
(~(I,+~‘))+=((1(1,+i’+1,)(1,+,+s~.),t’(O,+1,+0,+1,.)) 
. (i+(i’ + l,)( 1, + s$), l,,,,,,), ee’) 
= ((f(i+, l.+,)(i’+ l,)(l,+$), t’(1, +O,+ l,,)), ee’) = FtF’. 1 
4. STRONG ITERATION THEORIES 
In this section we introduce our algebra for deterministic flowchart schemes 
(called a strong iteration theory), as a necessary and sufficient semantical model in 
order to the natural interpretation preserve the operations, and the =:,-equivalent 
flowcharts have the same interpretation. 
Conway defined a regular Kleene algebra as an algebra which satisfies all iden- 
tities that are valid in algebras of regular events, but no equational axiomatization 
has been found (by author’s knowledge). The best known axiomatic system is that 
of Salomaa and uses a few natural axioms and a rule: “if X= AX+ B and 1 # A then 
X = A*B.” 
In a similar way, Bloom et al. [ 111 defined an iteration theory as a preiteration 
theory which satisfies all identities that are valid in theories of regular trees 
(unfolding of flowchart schemes), and independently Esik [20] proved that a few 
natural axioms, noted in Proposition 4.3 below as (IO), (Il), (P) and completed 
with his axiom scheme (14~) below, give a particular equational axiomatization of 
this notion (see [21]). A regular tree is the class of flowcharts which unfold into it. 
The axioms (IO), (11 ), (P), and a subcase of (14p)-noted (14t) below-assure that 
the natural interpretation of flowcharts into such a theory preserves the operations, 
while (14~) assures that strongly equivalent usual flowcharts (which unfold into the 
same tree) have the same interpretation. 
Our axiomatic system is similar to that of Salomaa, namely we use the natural 
axioms (IO), (11 ), (P), and the following rule (14), called the “functorial dagger 
implication” (stronger than the equational axiom (14~)): 
(14) if f(y+l,)=yg then ft=ygt, for f:m-+m+p, g:n+n+p and a 
function y: [m] + [n], 
which assures that = ,-equivalent flowcharts have the same interpretation. 
For the beginning we have to define the interpretation of a Z-flowchart over Tin 
an arbitrary preiteration theory Q. The formula is known (for example, [4]) and it 
agrees with the meaning of “normal descriptions” in Elgot [17]. 
First, we have to interprete the variables using a rank-preserving function 
cpZ: C --+ Q (i.e., p,(a) E Q(G., gout)); second, the morphisms in T have to be inter- 
preted, using a preiteration theory morphism cp T: T 4 Q (namely, this is given by a 
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family of functions cp?“: T(m, n) + Q(m, n), which preserves l,, 0,, x;, com- 
position, tupling, and iteration); then the inerpretation of F= ((i, t ), e) is 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (continued). Some interpretations for the flowchart in Example 
2.1 are given in Table I, varying cpz and keeping fixed Q = Pfn,a and (ppf,,,, which is 
the embeding of Pfn, into Pfn,* given by: if fE Pfn,(m, n) is the transformation 
(i, x) N (i’, x’) then y+r,,,(f) is the transformation (i, x, y) H (i’, x’, y). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) Two E d-equivalentJlowcharts in Fl,,, have the same inter- 
pretation in all preiteration theories satisfying (14). 
(ii) Suppose that L’(1, 1) # 0. Zf -,-equivalent jlowcharts in Fl,,, have the 
same interpretation in T, then (14) holds in T. 
Proof: (i) For this, it is enough to prove that for every preiteration theory Q 
satisfying (14) and every interpretation cp #, the relation F --y F’: m + n implies 
cp # (F) = cp # (F’). In the following, in the interpretation of a flowchart 
((i, t), e): m -+ n in Q we agree to omit the writing of q,- and to replace 
(cPz(el I+ . . . + h(elel 1) cp At) s; with 6. Since (cp=(e,)+ ... +cpz(e,,,)) y,,,= 
Yh(cp,de;)+ .-- + cp,(e;,,,)) and I( 1, +yi,) = (1, + y,,,) I’, it follows easily that 
b(y, + 1,) = yi”b’. Using (14) this leads to bt = yb”. Consequently, 
(ii) Take f, g, y as in (14) and ~EC( 1, 1). Clearly, the following is a 
simulation 
The interpretations of F (resp. F’) in T when ~~(0) = 1, E T( 1, 1) and (pr= 1 T is f’ 
(resp. ygt); hence condition (14) holds in T. 1 
Proposition 3.4, Theorem 3.8, and the simplicity of Definition 3.1 show that =d 
is a natural equivalence to consider. These and Proposition 4.1 show that we must 
work with preiteration theories satisfying (14). Since the equational axiom of Esik, 
TABLE I 
Some Interpretations of the Unusual Flowchart in Example 2.1 
cpz(Q) Corresponding interpretation 
(1,(x. Y)) + (1, (x9 Y x x)) 
(1, (4 VI) + (1, (4 y+x)) 
(1, (x3 Y)) + (1, (x+ 1, Y)) 
(l,(X,Y))-+(l,(l,YXX!)) 
(l,(x,Y))~(1,(1,Y+x(x+lu2)) 
(l,(x,y))-+“ifx=Othen(1,(1,y)),elseundetined” 
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(14~) which is (14) applied only if y is a surjection and there are h: n + m +p 
and yi, . . . . yrn: [m] + [m] with yiy =y, Vie [ml, such that g = h(y + lP) and 
f= (xTYh(Yl+ l,), ...> x;yh(y,+ l,)), is a particular case of (14) we may 
introduce our algebra as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A strong iteration theory is an iteration theory satisfying the 
“functorial dagger implication” (14). 
Moreover, the above comments lead to the following particular axiomatization 
for this notion. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A preiteration theory is a strong iteration theory $f the 
following axioms hold: 
(IO) (f(l,+g))+=f+g,forf:m+m+n, g:n-+p; 
(11) f(f+, 1,) =f+, for f: m --) m + n; 
(PI (fig)+= (f+<Mf+, l.+,>)+), I,>, Mf+, l,+,>)+> for f:m-*m+ 
n+p andg:n+m+n+p; 
(14) aboue. 1 
Comment 4.4. The axiom (IO) says that the iteration has a “uniform behavior” 
with respect to the last n variables off: m + m + n (hence these last variables can be 
seen as parameters). By (Il), the iteration gives a “canonical” solution for the Elgot 
recursive system x = f (x, 1, ). The axiom (P) shows that the canonical solution of 
a system can be expressed in terms of the canonical solution of its components in a 
way similar to the Gauss substitution method for solving linear systems. The last 
axiom (14) expresses the preserving of the canonical solution when we rename the 
variables, not necessarily in an injective way, but in a consistent way, i.e., if two 
variables have the same rename then the right side of their equations are the same 
after renaming; it is a particular case of the “functoriality axiom” in [S]. 
Examples and Nonexamples 
It is well known that all “natural” iteration theories fulfil all the axioms (IO), (Il), 
(P), and (14) listed above. Particularly, all w-continuous theories in [Z], rational 
theories in [3], pointed iterative theories in [lo], and metric iteration theories in 
[36] are strong iteration theories; also the iteration defined in a partially additive 
category in [S] fullils these axioms. The following three examples of o-continuous 
(hence rational) theories are very important ones. 
EXAMPLE 4.5 (basic example). Pfn, with the operations from Subsection B of 
the Introduction is a strong iteration theory; particularly, Pfn. is the initial (in the 
sense of [l]) strong iteration theory. (When D has at least two elements, Pfn, is 
not ideal, hence it is not a pointed iterative theory.) 
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Let Q be a ranked alphabet; the theory CT,, 
CT,(m, n) = {m-tuples of partial Q-trees with leaves labeled in (xl, . . . . xz} }, 
with the first-order substitution (trees for leaves) in [15] as composition, the 
natural tupling, and the iteration given by Kleene’s lix point theorem, is a strong 
iteration theory. The subtheory R, of rational Q-trees in CT, (i.e., of trees 
obtained by unfolding the usual, finite Q-flowchart schemes [23]) is a strong 
iteration theory. (It follows from [20] that Rn is even the strong iteration theory 
freely generated by 52.) 
EXAMPLE 4.7. The theory generated by the relations over a set D and denoted 
by Rel, (more exactly, the morphisms in Rel,(m, n) are the relations between 
[m] x D and [n] x D, also represented as matrices of relations over D) with 
the composition of relations, the tupling given by ([f], [g] ) = [‘j and the 
iteration given by [S g] + = [f] * [g], where [f]* = 1, u [f] u [ff2 u . . . for 
f E Rel,(m, m), g E Rel,(m, n), is a strong iteration theory. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. The theory F~,,,/E~ of the classes of strongly equivalent 
flowcharts over a strong iteration theory T is a strong iteration theory 
(Theorem 5.1); particularly Fl,,,,./= d is the strong iteration theory freely 
generated be Z. (When fin = 1, ‘da EC the theories R, and Fl,,rJ= d are 
isomorphic; the last theory has the advantage of consisting only in elements of finite 
structure.) 
NONEXAMPLE 4.9. For Sz with only two elements I E Q(1, 0) and CJ E sZ( 1,2), 
Esik proved in [22] that the quotient of R, by the congruence generated by the 
equation a(a(l, xi), 0(x:, I)) = c(x:, xi) is an iteration theory which is not a 
strong iteration theory (for f= (a(o(l, x:), 0(x:, I)): 2 + 2, g=a(xi, xi): 1 + 1 
and y: [2] --+ [l], y(l)= y(2) = 1 the axiom (14) does not hold). 
A theory with iterate in [13] is a preiteration theory T satisfying (IO), (11) (P), 
and 
(14t) which is (14) applied only for transpositions y = sp, 
and it follows that (14) for arbitrary bijective functions holds in T. These axioms of 
iteration only capture the facts needed to prove that the interpretation of flowcharts 
preserves the operations. In a slightly different form the following identities are 
known from [20,14]. 
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COROLLARY 4.10. In a theory with iterate the following hold: 
(4 (f, g& + L+,)>+ = (f+, l,+O,)(gf, l,>, for f:m+m+n+p, 
g:n-n+p; 
(b) (f(l,+o,+l,),g(O,+l.+,))t = (ft,g’h for f:m+m+p, and 
g:n-tn+p; 
(cl g+(L (f<gf7 L+,>~l)+) = (g(l,+,, (f~~+.)+))+~ for g:m+m+ 
n+q, f:q+m+n+q. 
(Therefore (a), (b), and (c) hold in a strong iteration theory, too.) 
Proof For (c) use (TECH) in Appendix B for the g-component of 
CL s> SY,+n. I 
More about the comparison of different types of theories will be said in Section 6. 
In the remainder of this section we shall give a simplification of the axioms (IO), 
(P), and (14). Consider the following axiom: 
(13) g(f(g+l,))+=(gf)+, forf:m+n+p, g:njm. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. A preiteration theory is a strong iteration theory iff the 
following axioms hold 
(10~) which is (IO) above applied only for g of the form 0, + 1, or 1, + 0,; 
(11) above; 
(12) (f((l,, 1,)+l,))+=f++,forf:m-rm+m+n; 
(13~) which is (13) applied only for g of the form 1, + 0,; 
(14s) which is (14) applied only for surjective functions y. 
A proof of this proposition will be given in Appendix B. 
5. THE MAIN TECHNICAL RESULT 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf T is a strong iteration theory, then Fl,,,/ z d is a strong iteration 
theory. 
Proof By Theorem 3.11, FI=,JE d is a paraiteration theory. 
Proposition 4.11 it remains to verify that the axioms (11 ), (12), (13~) and (I41 
in Fl& = d. 
For (11) we have to show that 
F(F+, 1,) ELF+ for F: m --+ m + n. 
The left side is (A, ee), where A = (Z((i(i+, ln+q), l,+O,) + l,)(l 
Using 
s) hold 
n + sy4h 
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t((i+, l.+,)(l.+O,+l,)). The following computation shows that F(Ft, 1,) and 
Ft are in simulation via (l,, 1,): 
Nl,+ Cl,, 1,>)=(Kit9 ln+q)j t(i+, l,+,))=(l,+ <l,,,,, L,,,W(i+~ I,+,>. 
This proves (11). 
The following two axioms hold even in Fl,,. For (12) suppose that 
F:m+m+m+n; then, 
Ftt = (l(i+, 1 ,+,+,><(i(it7 lm+n+g))+7 ln+qL e)= Wit+, it+, ln+qL e) 
= V((l,, I,>+ l,+,)((i(<l,, 1,) + l,+,))t, ln+q), e)= (F((l,, l,)+l,))+. 
For (13~) suppose that F: m + n +p, f~ T(n, m); then 
.f(W+ l,)lt = ((f+ lp,.,) U+ l,+,KO(f+ lp+y))ty l,+,>, e) 
=((S+ l...,)~<(fi)+, l,+,>,e)=(fF)+. 
For the last axiom (14s) we have to show that: if I;: m + m +p, F’: n --f n +p, and 
the surjection y: Cm] --, [n] are such that F(y + lP) =:dyF’, then Ft GOOF’+. 
We shall use Theorem 3.8. Without loss of generality we can suppose that F’ is a 
minimal flowchart. It follows that yF’ is minimal too (suppose there is F” with 
le”l < le’l and (yF’ --+;, F” or yF’ cf, F”); using a w: [n] -+ [m] such that WY= 1, 
and Lemma 3.5a it follows that (F’= wyF’ -+;, wF” or F’ +f, wF”), but-cf. 
Corollary 3.1sthis is contrary to the minimality of F’). By Theorem 3.8 the 
equivalence F( y + lP) z d yF’ now can be replaced with two simulations, i.e., there 
exists F’ such that 
F(y+ lJ++ F’ +yF’. 
The second simulation shows that i’ = yi’( ln+p + Vi”); hence F’ = yF2, where 
F*= ((i’(l,+, + Din), t’), e’). By using Lemma 3.5a for yF* +L yF’ and a w such 
that wy = l,, we obtain F2 = wyF2+ ti wyF’ = F’; using Lemma 3.5~ this gives 
F2+ t; F’+. 
Now (14s) will be proved if we will show that 
F(Y + ‘J + yF2 implies Ft + yF2+. 
The hypothesis leads to the identity f( y + 1, + Uin) = (y + uoUt) P. Take the restric- 
tion of this identity to the inputs and apply (14s) in T; it follows that 
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(it1 m+p+ Uin))+ =yi2+. Using this fact, the desired implication easily follows, 
namely, 
f(i+, 1 ,+,)(l,+Ui,)=I((i(lm+p +Uin))+, 1,+Uin)=I(y+lp+Ui,)(i2+, lp+$) 
(lm+%“t MY+ l,:u,)~2(i2+, lp+y2). 
The proof of the theorem is now completed. 1 
Clearly, strong iteration theories with the preiteration theory morphisms (defined 
in the beginning of Section 4) form a category. We can now state our main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2 (main technical result). F1,,,/cd is the coproduct of T and the 
theory freely generated by C in the category of strong iteration theories. 
ProoJ The difficult part of the proof (namely, to show that Fl,,,/ = d is a strong 
iteration theory) was shown in Theorem 5.1. It remains to prove the universality 
property. More exactly, we shall show that the disjoint union C LI T can (injec- 
tively) be embedded in Fl,,,/= d by a rank-preserving function I,: ,?Y + Fl,,,/r d 
and a strong iteration theory morphism Z T: T + Fl,,,/z d such that for every 
strong iteration theory morphism Q, every rank-preserving function cpz: C + Q, 
and every strong iteration theory morphism cp T: T --) Q, there exists a unique strong 
iteration theory morphism cp # : Fl,,,/ = d -+ Q such that I,. cp # = qr and 
Z,.cp#=cp.(see Fig.3): 
(1) By Proposition 4.1 two 5 ,-equivalent flowcharts have the same inter- 
pretation in Q, hence the interpretation ‘p# is well defined on Fl,,,/= d. 
(2) Let pr: Fl,,+ Fl =,=/E~ denotes the canonical projection; then the 
embeddings I,, I, are Zz = rz .pr, where &: C + Fl,,, is I;(o) = (s;pnt, a), and 
I, = Z’T .pr, where Z’+ T + Fl,,, is Z>(f) = (f, E). All the flowcharts in the range of 
I, LI I, are nonisomorphic, minimal flowcharts; hence by Corollary 3.9 they are 
nonequivalent. Therefore Z, II I, is really an embedding. In addition I,. cp # = (P=, 
and Z,.cp# =cpz. 
The remainder of the proof is similar to those from [9, 141 and is sketched here 
only for the sake of completeness. 
(a) At this point we will show that the interpretation cp # preserves the 
operations. In the following, in the interpretation of ((i, t), e): m -+ n in Q we agree 
to omit the writing of ‘pr and to replace (cp=(e,)+ ... + cp=(e,,,)) VT(t) with a, and 
as; with b. 
FIG. 3 
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For composition, take F: m + n and F’: n +p; then 
cp”(F~F’)=i(i’+1,)(1,+s~.)(l,,((a(i’+1,)(1,+s~~),a’(l,+0,+1,.))s~+~‘)t). 
Using Corollary 4.10a the iterated part is (b( 1, + i’s;‘), b’(0, + l,, +p))t = 
(b+i’s$, l,+O,)(b’+, 1,); hence 
qp#(F. F’) = i(i’+ l,)(l,+$)(l,, b+i’s;‘(b’+, l,), b’+) 
=i(i’(l,,b’t),bti’(l,,b’t))=cp#(F)-cpX(F’). 
For tupling take I;: m +p, F’: n +p; using Corollary 4.10b and the notations 
x=1 p+4+04., x’= l,+O,+ l,, we have 
q”( (F, F’))= (ix, i’x’)( l,, ((ax, a’x’) s;+@)+) 
= (ix, i’x’)( l,, bt, b’+) = (q”(F), q#(F’)). 
For iteration take F: m + m -I- n; using (11) and Corollary 4.10~ we have 
q#(F+) = i(it, 1 n+q)<ln, (4ity I,+,> sElt> = (i<lm+n, bt>lt = (cP#c(F)lt. 
(b) At this point we will show that the extension ‘p# is unique. Clearly, it 
is enough to show that an arbitrary F= ((i, t), e): m + n can be represented as 
F=ZAi)(l., ((Zz(el)+ . . . + Me,,, 1) Z,(t) sR)+ >. 
To show this we remark that ((Z,(e,) + ... + Z=(e,,,)) Z,(t) sR)+ = 
(.$3t+ lq)(~::+ly),e)+=((O,+. +l,,tslJ+O,),e)t=((O,+l,,t),e); hence the 
right part is equal to (i,c)((l,,+y,t),e)=((i,t),e)=F. 
The proof of the theorem is now completed. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3 (usual flowcharts). Fl,,r,J= d is the strong iteration theory 
freely generated by C. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose that o,,, = 1, VCTEZ; then two C-flowcharts over Pfn. 
are E ,-equivalent iff they unfold into the same tuple of trees. 
Proof It is known from [20] that the theory of rational &trees in [23], 
denoted by R,, is the iteration theory freely generated by EC. Since R, is also a 
strong iteration theory it is the strong iteration theory freely generated by ,?Y. Using 
Corollary 5.3 we check that Rr and Fl,,,rJzd are isomorphic theories; this says 
that the natural interpretation cp#: Fl,,,,,/r d + R,, which extend the function 
Is 
o--* 
A 
put . . . put 
1 O”t 
and the unique morphism (pph.. . Pfn. + Rz is an isomorphism. Now the corollary is 
proved using the observation that cp # is the unfolding of flowcharts. 1 
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6. A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF THEORIES 
One defect in iterative theories in [ 173 consists in the definition of iteration only 
for ideal morphisms. This was remedied in pointed iterative theories in [lo] by 
extending the iteration to a totally defined operation. However, a pointed iterative 
theory still has to fulfil two very restrictive conditions: first, it must be an “ideal” 
theory (and Pfn, is not ideal, when D has at least two elements); second, the Elgot 
iteration equation must have a unique solution for each ideal morphism (this is a 
very strong condition, indeed: it implies that (14) holds if y is replaced by an 
arbitrary morphism, as far asf, g are assumed ideal). 
All types of ordered theories, for example, rational theories in [3], are not fitted 
since they are not pure algebraic objects. 
All the above problems are overcome in strong iteration theories, iteration 
theories, and theories with iterates; as a whole, they are pure algebraic objects and 
they have a total iteration which fullils a few natural axioms. It remains to compare 
these theories. The comparison will be done by studying the transformations of 
flowchart schemes which preserve interpretations in all theories of a given type. 
First, we look at the usual flowcharts. Theories with iterates are too weak (it 
seems that only the permutation of vertices respects the above-mentioned con- 
dition). Iteration theories are good theories and satisfy the above condition for all 
transformations which respect the strong equivalence (in fact, this was the reason 
for their consideration). 
Second, we pass to the generalized flowcharts in Fl,,, and to the generalization 
of the strong equivalence in this context. Proposition 4.1 shows that the support 
theory must be a strong iteration theory. While this is clear, the usefulness of 
iteration theories comes from the following 
FACT 6.1. Suppose that the support theory satisfies 
(p) If f:m+m+p, g:n+n+p, and y: [m]-+[n] are such that 
f(y + lp) =;; [t$n there exist h E T(n, m +p) and y,, . . . . y,: [m] --* [m] with 
YiY = Y, 
g=h(y+l,); ’ 
such that f = (xyyh(y, + 1,) . . . . x;yh(y,+ 1,)) and 
then two =,-equivalent flowcharts have the same interpretation in all iteration 
theories. 
Hint for Proof Use (p) for a liner analysis than (i) in the proof of Proposition 
4.1. 1 
The above condition (p) holds when the support theory is (a “syntactical” 
theory) CT,, R,, or Pfn., but does not holds when the support theory is (a 
“semantical” theory) Pfn, with D having at least two elements. 
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7. FINAL REMARKS 
(a) In Sections 3, 4, 5 we have presented a calculus for deterministic flowchart 
schemes, based on the equivalence relation = d, which precisely capture “having the 
same set of execution paths” in the case of usual flowcharts. It is fairly easy to 
extend the calculus using the equivalence relation sdesUC generated by simulations 
via partial functions (i.e., in Definition 3.1 replace y E Str, by y E PStr,), and to 
prove that in this case = d-sUC precisely captures “having the same set of successful 
paths” in the case of usual flowcharts. 
(b) While at the theoretical level we have a calculus for the classes of strongly 
equivalent flowchart schemes, essentially similar to the calculus of polynomials, at 
the practical level the situation is much worse, namely we do not have a good and 
powerful representation of finite partial functions in Pfn. similar to the Arabian 
representation of natural numbers. 
(c) I propose the name “Elgot theory” for strong iteration theories. There are 
some reasons for this: (1) The contribution of Elgot to the algebraic theory of 
flowchart schemes is essential. (2) Mainly, the works of Elgot are in the deter- 
ministic area. (3) A strong iteration theory is closed in spirit to an iterative theory, 
namely it uses a few natural axioms and a rule. 
APPENDIX A. A PROOF OF THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM FOR =d 
In this appendix we shall give a proof of Theorem 3.8, i.e., if T is a paraiteration 
theory, then in Fl,,, we have = d = -+‘. ti. -+j. +‘. A complete picture of the 
commuting relations between -+‘, ti, +i, and ts is given in Table II, but for our 
aim (i.e., for a proof of Theorem 3.8) besides obvious commutations, we need only 
the commutations from the following lemma. 
TABLE II 
Isx.ycy.x? 
Y 
\ x A -I* 
c c 
5 yes yes yes yes 
5 yes yes no no 
c yes yes yes yes 
c yes yes yes yes 
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LEMMA A.l. In Fl,,, the following commutations hold: 
(4 A.&G + cA.L,; (a”) L.&s+ ct.&; 
(b) &. CEL..; 
(c) c.;&+.c; (CO) 4L~~~.c; 
(d) C.&GA... 
Proof of Theorem 3.8 Assuming Lemma A.l. Since -+ i, +‘, t j, and cs are 
reflexive, transitive relations and by Lemma A.1 (the points (a), (a”)) we have 
-+ & --tJ. +j, t z t ‘. t” it follows that the congruence z d can be written as 
F=,F’ iff 3n 3 0 such that Fp”F’, 
where p=-+s.+i.~i.+s. From Lemma A.1 easily follows that p . +‘, p . t ‘, 
P . ‘i, and p . cs are included in p; hence p is transitive. This proves the non- 
obvious inclusion 3 d G p. 1 
For a generic flowchart F= ((i, t ), e), and Jo [ lel] we shall denote by t, the 
component of t corresponding to the outputs of ej, namely tj = (.x~!‘)~,, t. For a 
function y E Str,(e, e’), Ker(y) = {(j, k)lj, k E [ lel ] and y(j) = y(k)} denotes its 
kernel and Im(y) denotes its range. 
Remark A.2. Suppose we are given F: m + n and a surjective function 
y E Str,(e, e’) such that 
(~1 (j,k)~Ker(y) implies tj(l,+yi,)=fk(ln+yln); 
then there exists a unique F’ such that F +Y F’, namely F’= 
((1, + umt ) f( 1 n + yi”), e’), where u E Str,(e’, e) is an arbitrary left inverse of y (i.e., 
uy = 1.s). 
Conversely, if F +Y F’ for a (not necessary surjective) function y, then y fulfils (~1) 
for F. 
Remark A.3. Suppose we are given F: m -+ n and an injective function 
y E Str,(e’, e) such that 
(B) (l,+Y,“,)l(l.+(Y~lY)i”)=(l,+Y,“,)I, 
where y ~ ’ E PStr,(e, e’) is the partial function defined only on Im(y) and such that 
yy-’ = l,.; then there exists a unique F’ such that F’ +Y F, namely F’ = 
((1, +y,,,) f(l, +yi,‘h 0. 
Conversely, if F’ +y F for an injective function y, then y fulfils (/?) for F. 
LEMMA A.4 (a) ZfF -+;, I;‘, F -+Y F”, and there exists y E Str,(e’, e”) such that 
y = y’y”, then F’ -+YS. F”. 
(b) Q-F’ -1;s F, F” -)Y F, and there exists y” E Str,(e”, e’) such that y = y’y’, 
then F” +,,., F’. 
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Proof: (a) Let UE Str,(e’, e) be such that uy’= l,.; then I’= (1, + v,,~). 
f( 1 n + &). Hence 
1'(1.+Y~)=(1,+v,",)1(1.+Yi")=(1,+(uY),",)I"=(1*+Y~",)I". 
(b) Dual. 1 
Proof of Lemma A.l. Since (a’), (co) directly follow from (a), (c), we only have 
to prove the commutations (a), (b), (c), and (d). 
(a) The first inclusion is obvious. For the second one suppose F +,y F’; then 
by Remark A.2 it follows that (j, k) E Ker( y) implies tj( 1 n + yi,) = tk( 1 n + yi”). Take 
a decomposition y = ysyi, where ys is a surjective function, and yi is an injective 
function. Since Ker(y) = Ker(y,) and y,y,: ’ = 1, the above implication holds for ys, 
too. Remark A.2 shows that y, generates a simulation for F and, by Lemma A.4, yi 
also gives a simulation. 
(b) Suppose that F’ -+;, Fc$. I;“. It is easy to find two injections 
I e’ czI e -+z.r err in Str,, such that z’y’=z’y” =: y and y’-‘y’y”+‘y” =y-‘y (the -’ 
notation is that in Remark A.3). The function y generates a simulation for F 
because it fuhils the (/I)-condition in Remark A.3: indeed, y’ and y” fullil the 
@)-condition for F; hence 
(1,+Y,“,)~=(1m+z~“, )(l,+yg",)l(l"+(y"~ly")in) 
=(lm+ (z'Y')out)f(ln + (Y'-'Y")in) 
In addition, by Lemma A.4, z’ and z” are (obviously injective) simulations. 
(c) Suppose that F’ ci,, F -,;,,s F”. Using an isomorphic representation of F’ 
we may suppose that y’ has the particular form 1, + 0,. Set F’ = 
((P(l,, + (lee, +OI,)in), (0, + le,)out t’( 1, + (y” -t- l,)i”)), e”e.); then a routine com- 
putation shows that F’ -+;,,+ ,, F’ tie,,+Oc, F”. 
(d) Suppose that F’ t;, F --+$, F”. Let - be the least equivalence relation in 
[ lel] containing Ker(y’) and Ker(y”). We shall use the following constructive 
definition 
j-kiff 
there is a sequence of elements in [ (el ] denoted j = n, , . . . . n, = k 
such that (n,, n,, ,) E Ker(y’) u Ker(y”), for s < r. 
The relation N, as well as Ker(y’) and Ker(y”), does not identify elements j, 
k E [ lel] with ej # e,; hence it has a representation - = Ker(y), for a surjective 
function y E Str,(e, e’). Let e’ -+z, e’ tt. e” be the induced surjections in Str, that 
fulfil y’z’ = y”z” = y. We shall show that y generates a simulation for F, namely that 
it fullils the (a)-condition in Remark A.2: indeed, we know that (j, k) E Ker(y’) 
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implies tj( 1, + yi,) = tk( 1, + yin) and similarly for y”; these, the fact that 
(j, k) E Ker(y) implies that there exist i = n,, . . . . n, = k with (n,, n,, i) E 
Ker(y’) u Ker( y”), for s < r, and the equalities y’z’ = y”z” = y lead to the desired 
relation: tj( 1 n + yi,) = tk( 1, + yi,), for (j, k) E Ker( y). 
In addition, by Lemma A.4, z’ and z” are (obviously surjective) simulations. 1 
APPENDIX B. SOME AXIOMATIC QUESTIONS 
Here we give a proof for Proposition 4.11. For the reader’s convenience, we 
repeat the involved axioms here. Remember that: 
(IO) (f(l,+g))+g, forf:m-tm+n, g:n-tp; 
(IOp), which is (IO) above applied only for g of the form 0, + 1, or 1, + 0,; 
(11) f(f+, l,)=f+, forf:m+m+n; 
(12) (f((l,, l,)+l.))+=f++, forf:m-+m+m+n; 
(13) g(f(g + l,))+, for f: m + n +p, g: n + m; 
(13~) which is (13) applied only for g of the form 1, + 0,; 
(14) if f(y+l,)=yg then ft=ygt, for f:m-+m+p, g:n+n+p and a 
function y: [m] + [n]; 
(14t), which is (14) applied only for transpositions y = s; ; 
(14s) which is (14) applied only for surjective functions y; 
(PI (f, g>+ = (.f+(k<f+, l,+,>)+, I,>, k(f+, l,,+,))+) for .f: m +m+ 
n+p and g:n-+m+n+p. 
The main simplification consists in replacing the “pairing axiom” (P) used in 
[13, 213 by two simpler ones (12) and (13~). Before proving this we specify a 
technique for obtaining new identities. 
(TECH) Suppose (P) and (14t) hold in T. Given a system f: m + m + n + p, 
g: n --) m + n +p compute with (P) the f-component and the g-component of its 
solution (f, g)+, i.e., ft(h, l,), respectively h, where h = (g(f+, l,+,))+. For the 
permuted system (g(s; + l,), f(s; + l,)), again with (P) compute the g-com- 
ponent, and the f-component of its solution. Identify the f-component (resp. the 
g-component) of the solutions of the given system and the permuted system. The 
conclusion is: these two identities hold in T. 
PROPOSITION B.l. Suppose that we have a preiteration theory T in which (IOp), 
(Il), and (14t) hold; then the pairing axiom (P) holds in T iff (12) and (13~) hold 
in T. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that (P) holds in T. (TECH) applied for the g-component 
of the system (g(0, + 1, + 0,) f( 1, + 0, + 1,)) provides (13); (TECH) applied for 
the f-component of the system (f, 1, + O,,,) provides (12). 
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(b) Suppose that (12) and (13~) hold in T. It can be proved that 
(a) ((f,g)(l,+O,+l,))+=(f+,g(f+, l,>>, for f:m-m+p, and 
g:n+m+p. 
Indeed, with (13~) we have 
(1,+O,)((f,g)(l,+O,+l,))+=((1,+O,)(f,g))+=f+; 
now (a) follows by using (Ii ), 
Using (14t) and (13~) it follows that (13) holds for g of the form 0, + 1,. Indeed, 
forf:r+q-+q+p we have 
(Or+ LJfPr+ l,+,))+=(O,+ LJw;fv4+ l,+&~+ JJ+ 
=(1,+o,)(s~f(l,+o,+l,))+ 
=((l,+o,)s~f)+=((o,+l,)f)+. 
A similar computation as in (a), but with (13) for g = 0, + 1, leads to 
(P) ((f,g)(O,+l.+,))+=(f(g+, l,>,g'), for f:m-rn+p, and 
g:n+n+p. 
Forf, g as in (P), using in turn (12), (a), (IOp), and (p) we have 
(f,g)+=((S,g)(l,+0*+1,+,)(1*+0,+1,+.+,)((1,+., Ll+n>+l,N’ 
=(<f, gXlm+hl+ L+,)Kn+o”+ L+,+p))++ 
=((f(l,+O,+l,+p))+,g(l,+O,+l.+p) 
4fur?z+%?l+L+,))+~ Ltnfp))+ 
=Kf+kf+, L+,>>cL+ L+,))+ 
=(f+(k<f+Y l"+,>)+Y l,>,k(f+9 L+,>)+>. 
This proves (P). u 
COROLLARY B.2. Suppose that (IOp), (Il), (12), (13p), and (14t) hold in a 
preiteration theory T; then (IO) and (13) hold in T. 
Proof: We know from Proposition B.l that (P) holds in T, hence we can apply 
(TECH). For f: m + m + n and g: n +p, this technique applied to the f-component 
ofthwstem <fU,+.+OPM%+n + 1,)) extends (IOp) (in other words, this was 
proved in [21]). For f: m + n +p and g: n + m the technique (TECH) applied to 
the g-component of the system (f (0, + 1, +p), g( 1 m + 0, +,) ) extends (13~). i 
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PROPOSITION B.3. Under (IO), (Il), and (P) the axiom (14s) implies (14). 
ProoJ: The first step is to prove that (14) holds for arbitrary injective functions 
y. Using (14) for bijections, we can suppose that these injections have the particular 
form l,+O,. Consequently, let f: r --t r +p, g: r + q --, r + q +p be such that 
f(l,+O,+ l,)=(l,+O,)g, hence g= (f(lr+O,+ l,),g’). Using (P) we have the 
desired identity (1 r + 0,) g+ = ft. 
For the second step, suppose that f( y + lp) = yg, for f: m --t m + p, g: n + p, and a 
function y. Take a decomposition of y as y =y,,y,, where y,%: m -, r is a surjective 
function and y, is an injective function; take two functions u: r --, m such that 
~y,~=l, and u:n+r such that y,u=l,; and set f’= y,g(u + I,,). It follows that 
f(y, + lp) =y,sf’ and uf(y,,y, + lp) =y,g. From the first identity and (14s) we have 
j-t = y,s f’+. From the second one we have f’(y,+ l,)=y,g(vy,+ I,,)= 
uf( y,syjuyi + l,,) = uf y + I,,) = uyg = y,g, hence by the first step we obtainf’+ = yig’. 
Consequently, f+ = y,y,g+ = yg+. 1 
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